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The Secret Garden

FRANCES HODGSON BURNETT
This is Mary.

Mary gets everything she wants.

But Mary is lonely and sad.
Mary goes to live with her Uncle Craven.
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Mary sees her Uncle Craven's big house.
Mary sees grumpy old Mrs. Medlock.
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Mary meets Maid Martha.

Mary is mean to Maid Martha.
Mary meets Ben.

Ben works outside.

Ben tells Mary about a secret garden.
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Mary hears someone cry from a bedroom in the big house.
Maid Martha tells Mary there is a library in the big house.

Mary walks through the house looks for the library.
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Mary sees many things in the house.

Mary hears crying.
Mary walked outside. The robin shows Mary where to look for the key to the secret garden.
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Mary sees a door and walks into the secret garden.
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Mary finds Dickon under a tree playing a flute.

Dickon played to rabbits and squirrels.

Dickon loves animals and the garden.

Mary brought Dickon to the secret garden.
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Mary and Dickon look around the garden.

They are happy. Many of the plants are alive.
Mary asked Uncle Craven for land to plant flowers.
Colin Craven is Mary’s cousin.

Colin is sick.

Colin uses a wheelchair and never goes outside.
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Mary hears crying. She follows the noise. Mary finds Colin crying in his bedroom.
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Mary and Colin become friends.

Mary tells Colin about the secret garden.
Mary and Colin talk about the garden.

Mary tells Colin about planting the garden.
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Colin and Mary argue.

Mary goes to her bedroom.
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That night Mary hears Colin cry. Mary goes to see Colin.
It was morning.

Mary and Dickon go to Colin's bedroom.

Colin will go to the garden with Mary and Dickon.
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The Doctor comes to check on Colin.

The doctor is happy that Colin feels good.
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Mary takes Colin outside.

Colin feels happy.
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Mary runs to meet Ben.

Mary leaves Colin and Dickon in the garden.
The garden is beautiful.

Colin thinks about his mother.
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Colin likes his friends and the animals.
Colin feels healthy and happy.

Colin thinks that he will live a long time.
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Colin tells his father about the secret garden and his friends. They make him healthy.
The Secret Garden
Objects to accompany story
Page 1: girl doll
Page 2: cane (Uncle Craven)
Page 3: house
Page 4: reading glasses (Mrs. Medlock)
Page 5: apron (Maid Martha)
Page 6: garden tools
Page 7: box of tissues (voice output of crying)
Page 8: library
Page 9: small elephant figurine
Page 10: key
Page 11: flowers
Page 12: boy doll/flute
Page 13: branch with bud
Page 14: dirt
Page 15: thermometer
Page 16: box of tissues (voice output crying)
Page 17: book
Page 18: spring bulbs
Page 19: Voice output: door slamming or doorknob
Page 20: box of tissues (voice output crying)
Page 21: pillow (bedroom)
Page 22: thermometer/stethoscope
Page 23: bird with bird sounds
Page 24: bird with bird sounds
Page 25: apple
Page 26: flowers